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Abstract:  
The article is an analysis of Hardy’s short story “A Tragedy of Two Ambitions”, in which a discourse on archive and 

memory is produced. The story is analyzed in terms of some commonalities between Derrida’s conception of 

archive in Archive Fever and Freud’s idea of totem in Totem and Taboo. Both critics highlight the ambiguity 

associated with the idea of origin and deal with the production of archive as an ongoing process, rather than a 

static relation with a supposedly original and monumental past. The story not only shows an ambiguous father 

figure, but also displays how his death is repressed and reproduced by means of a prosthetic archive. The analysis 

contributes to the literature produced on Hardy and comes up with slightly different results than some scholars 

who previously dealt with Hardy’s novels. For instance, this story does not conform to a binary opposition between 

a reliable mother figure and an impotent father figure; on the contrary, the story disposes of such binaries and 

displays a prosthetic archive that emerges from the ambiguity of mother and father figures. Additionally, the story 

does not focus on the distinction between memory and archive. On the contrary, it implies the impossibility of a 

“pure memory”. 
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Introduction 

The story “A Tragedy of Two Ambitions” from Hardy’s collection Life’s Little Ironies can be analyzed in 

terms of the Derridean archive, as a prosthetic supplement (a material form) to the repressed. In 

addition to replacing the memory of the repressed with an object, the story builds a relationship 

between the repressed and the idea of the loss of the father. The story revolves around the theme of 

fatherhood, its relation to the repressed memory and the archive. In this respect, the story displays 

what Freud describes in Totem and Taboo. In this book, Freud relates his observations about the father 

complexes of children and neurotic patients and argues that the taboo reveals ambivalent feelings 

towards a person on whom the taboo is concentrated, such as a king, priest, chief or father. What 

initiates the taboo could be admiration, hatred, or both, one replacing the other as described by Freud: 

 

They hated their father, who presented such a formidable obstacle to their craving for power and 

their sexual desires; but they loved and admired him, too. After they got rid of him, had satisfied 

their hatred and had put into effect their wish to identify themselves with him, the affection which 

had all this time been pushed under was bound to make itself felt. It did so in the form of remorse. A 

sense of guilt made its appearance, which in this instance coincided with the remorse felt by the 

whole group (Freud 166). 

 

Rather than crimes that have already been committed, this story focuses more on the idea of the 

taboo act as uncommitted, but intended. The archive in this story is a monument that implies an 
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ambiguity concerning the wish to commit the taboo act, such as parricide, and the remorse felt for 

having wished it. In other words, the archive is a monument that does not offer a truthful 

representation of what really happened in the past, but signifies particular moments in which there has 

been a repressed wish to commit the taboo act. The act is postponed, deferred or repressed. 

 

Analysis 

“A Tragedy of Two Ambitions” is an episodic story. In this story, two brothers, Cornelius and Joshua, 

whose mother had died and who were left to the care of a father depicted as a drunkard tramp, are 

initially shown in their devoted reading of the Bible. The sole goal of each child is to have a clerical 

career. As suggested by the story, this clerical career was also the path drawn for them by the deceased 

mother, who left a certain amount of money to be spared for the education of her children. The money, 

however, is wasted by the drunkard father, who is drawn as an obstacle to the career plans of his sons. 

In the second episode, there has been a lapse of nearly ten years and the children, now grown up to 

be a school teacher and a clergyman, are more than ambitious to have their sister Rosa marry a wealthy 

squire as his second wife. However, the father, who is in an illegitimate relationship with a Gipsy 

woman, and who is often drunk, is an obstacle not only to their clerical careers, but also to the marriage 

of their sister. They want to keep him away from Narrobourne, the town where they live, by sending 

him and the Gipsy to Canada. However, the father, having been deserted by the Gipsy woman, wishes to 

return, especially after learning that his daughter is going to marry a wealthy and respectable man. In 

order to prevent the father from approaching the town and disgracing them before the long-expected 

marriage, the brothers try to catch up with him on the way to Narrabourne. They keep track of him and 

find him close to the town. They try to prevent him from ruining the marriage. However, they cannot 

restrain the father from his wish to “to take [his] place in the family” (Hardy 68). They also learn that he 

was not married to their mother before they were born. 

While the father is going on his way in spite of the brothers’ attempts, they lose sight of him and 

realize that he has fallen into the river. At first, Cornelius makes an attempt to help him get out of the 

water, but then they intentionally fail to help him and the father drowns. The brothers, feeling 

desperate due to the “sin” they have committed, decide not to inform other people about the death. 

The marriage of the sister and the squire takes place and Rosa gives birth to a son. After some months, 

the corpse of the father is found in an unrecognizable condition. The identity of the corpse is not 

revealed. On his return from the christening of his sister’s baby, Joshua, joined afterwards by Cornelius, 

notices a silver-poplar grown out of the father’s walking stick, by the river where his father had 

drowned. The story comes to a resolution with the brothers’ dialogue of repentance and a 

pronouncement of their wish to finish their life on the very spot where the silver-poplar grows. 

In the story, the commemorative function of the archive, which is associated with the poplar tree 

that grows at the place where the father drowned, does not depend on the repetition of an event that 

really happened, but rather on the repetition of a wish that is never fulfilled. The archive does not 

replace what really happened, but it is produced in place of what is delayed (the brothers’ wish to 

commit parricide). Therefore, the archive or the monument in this case, is commemorative of a 

potential, of a future that has not taken place, or of a possibility that is threatening. The archived body 

of the dead father, symbolized as the tree, works as a trace that repeats the repressed wish. 

Gilmartin and Mengham, in their analysis of Hardy’s shorter fiction, describe the story “A Tragedy of 

Two Ambitions” as “haunted by the idea of the burden of the past” (106). The poplar tree is not only 

indicative of the burden of the past, but also of the brothers’ parricide. Similarly, Gayla R. Steel in her 

study of Hardy’s short stories, interprets the poplar tree as a legendary symbol of enduring guilt which 

“is constantly finding them out by reminding them of their deed” (85). The monument is an external 
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manifestation; the object is ensouled with the possibility of what would happen in the future, like an 

arm that keeps on withering, or like a poplar tree that keeps on growing. Thus, the prosthesis 

established in place of the deferred wish or repentance, as may be described in “A Tragedy of Two 

Ambitions”, keeps on growing and changing. 

The temporal setting of the story encompasses a present, the moment in which the brothers are 

shown reading and studying, a past about which the narrator reveals hints of a deceased mother from 

whom the sons and the sister would have inherited some money, which she had intended to be shared 

between the brothers for their educational expenses. In this case, the story initially draws a connection 

between the past and the future. The mother’s memory (both a literal legacy, which means the money 

left by the mother, and a figurative legacy, signifying the mother’s wish and command) has the function 

of ordering the future in the Derridean sense, since it orders the brothers to strive for an education and 

career as clergymen. The mother’s legacy (wish in the figurative sense), as the commandment, 

commences the future; it prepares a projected future for the brothers. The memory of the mother is 

shown in association with the brothers’ reading of the Bible, which is another archive. In other words, 

the mother commands obedience, and the mother’s memory and the will she left are cherished by the 

brothers for the care and precision they are prepared with. That is, the money and the command of the 

mother as archive are not only obedient to the original cause (the reason of the mother’s legacy, which 

is to make the brothers clergymen), but they also order and command obedience, which is the reading 

of the “New Testament” and “The Epistle to the Hebrews”. The mother’s will and her memory as 

archives demand loyalty to an original cause and faithfulness to the ritual, as well as to a system of 

clerical order and hierarchy. The brothers are described as followers of the religious doctrine and 

admirers of their mother in the following way: “They were plodding away at the Greek Testament, 

immersed in a chapter of the idiomatic and difficult Epistle to the Hebrews. …‘How well she had 

estimated the sum necessary! Four hundred and fifty each, she [the mother] thought. And I have no 

doubt that we could have done it on that with care’” (Hardy 53-54). 

However, the story dispenses with this point of origination after defining a matriarchal archive. In the 

story, the deceased mother’s intentions and legacy are represented by the boys and the narrator. In 

other words, the “truthfulness” of this legacy is based on the assumption of the brothers, which is an 

indication of a mystery associated with the original intention of an archive. The fact that the mother is 

dead makes the issue of legacy a matter of speculation in the story. The source of the archive or the 

mother’s legacy is indefinite and unknown, since the mother has already been dead and the brothers 

never receive the money left by the mother. This is an indication consistent with how Derrida theorizes 

the concept of archive. The command is supposed to come from a non-present mother figure. The 

reader understands later in the story that the brothers’ memory of the mother is based on an assumed 

legitimacy rather than a real one. The brothers are disturbed when the father verifies the speculation 

that their mother and father were not married: “Joshua had for many years before heard whispers that 

his father cajoled his mother in their early years and had made somewhat tardy amends; but never from 

his father’s lips” (Hardy 68-69). 

Thus, the brothers’ endeavor to protect the mother’s legacy and adopt its supposed command as a 

future prospect is also a matter of legitimizing what is illegitimate. The brothers are trying to legitimize 

and commemorate the past by being loyal to its assumed command. The story questions the matriarchal 

origin it defines at the beginning. Since the mother’s archive refers to an order and also plays its 

initiative function in the story, the idea of an archive in connection with the mother displays Derrida’s 

description of archive based on two principles at the beginning of Archive Fever: 
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This name apparently coordinates two principles in one: the principle according to nature or history, 

there where things commence – physical, historical, or ontological principle – but also the principle 

according to the law, there where men and gods command, where authority, social order are 

exercised, in this place from which order is given – nomological principle (Derrida 1). 

 

The command represented by the mother also suggests the place (the setting) in which the archive is 

initiated, since the archival technique depends on a place for the nomological principle to be fulfilled. 

The nomological principle, in Derridean terms, defines the archive as a set of rules and laws. The 

command and law associated with the archive come from a place of origin. The originating principle is 

also the principle of the commandment. The “commencement”, or the origin, is also associated with the 

principle of the commandment. “Archē” names at once commencement and commandment. The place, 

the house and the mother figure then represent the reenactment of the law and social order. The 

mother then represents erudition, thesis, technē and nomos in Derrida’s words. While following the 

mother’s figurative command, the boys are described as they sit at home and study the Bible: “They 

were sitting in a bedroom of the master-millwright’s house, engaged in the untutored of Greek and 

Latin” (Hardy 53). Thus, adherence to order also suggests being settled, since both brothers dedicate 

their life to being settled within clerical orders, by finding a position for themselves as clergymen and 

help their sister get settled through a marriage with a figure of authority. The mother then represents a 

place of origination and the brothers’ wish to find that origin. Derrida, after dealing with this compulsive 

search for archive or an archaic origin, defines this quest as an “anarchive” at the same time, which 

means that this place of origination constantly “slips away”(91). That is, the origin is unattainable and 

this search for the archive generates the archive by negating and deferring the idea of an archival origin. 

Similarly, the brothers, in their endeavor to obey the religious order represented by the mother, fail in 

their commitment, by letting the father drown. Derrida defines this archival desire in terms of the return 

to origins, and such a quest for origins explains the representation of the mother figure as an archival 

desire in this story. “It is to have a compulsive, repetitive, and nostalgic desire for the archive, an 

irrepressible desire to return to the origin, a homesickness, a nostalgia for the return of the most archaic 

place of absolute commencement” (Derrida AF 91). 

Although the story seems to represent the father figure as a counter-force against the mother and 

the archival tendencies of the brothers, this binary opposition between what the father and the mother 

represent dissipates at a deeper level. Since the brothers, by their inability to follow the course driven 

by their mother, which is a situation associated with archive as an origin, do not fail to follow the order 

of the archive. By letting the father drown, they make an archive of their disloyalty to their mother. 

After the death of the father, they mourn for him, and the poplar tree turns him into an archive, and 

they wish to kill themselves at the place where the father is drowned. In other words, they make an 

archive of their disloyalty, by turning the father into a monument and ritualizing the event. Thus, the 

mother figure, as a tendency to find the origins and create an archive, is not a counter-figure to the 

father represented as an archiviolithic
1
 force, since both the archival and archiviolithic tendencies refer 

to the same procedure of archive-making. This archive-making process is depicted in the story as 

follows: at the beginning, the mother’s archive and her legacy seem to be threatened by the presence of 

                                                        
1The term “archiviolithic” refers to a tendency to annihilate archive. It seems to be a contrary process to archive 

making, but Derrida defines it as a part of an archive-making process in which an archive is forgotten and 

repressed consciously or unconsciously. The archiviolithic drive means the annihilation of memory, but at the same 

time the construction of the traces of the erased memory. The repressed archive or the process of annihilating it 

helps its recreation in the future, since the state of being forgotten does not mean a complete erasure, as Derrida 

explains in Archive Fever. 
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the father, who is depicted as a drunken failure against the settled order of the brothers. The father’s 

presence is shown as the explicit cause of the loss of the mother’s money in the story: “But she had died 

a year or two before this time, worn out by too keen a strain towards these ends; and the money, 

coming unreservedly into the hands of their father, had been nearly dissipated. With its exhaustion 

went all opportunity and hope of a university degree for the sons” (Hardy 54). 

The father is always represented as outside the house and as a force threatening the order inside: 

“‘He’s in the straw shed. I got him [the father] with some trouble, and he has fallen asleep. I thought this 

would be the explanation of his absence!’” (Hardy 54). Joshua, one of the brothers, watches him as he 

approaches: “He saw walking slowly across it a man in a fustian coat and a battered white hat with a 

much - ruffled nap, having upon his arm a tall gypsy woman wearing long brass earrings” (Hardy 58). The 

father is not only illustrated in contrast with the archive left by the mother, but also as a figure that is 

against institutions. 

 
The pair [the father and the gypsy woman] met the dignitary, and to Joshua’s horror his father 

turned and addressed the sub-dean. What passed between them he could not tell. But as he stood in 

a cold sweat he saw his father place his hand familiarly on the sub-deans shoulder; the shrinking 

response of the latter, and his quick withdrawal, told his feeling (Hardy 59). […] [The father speaking 

to Joshua after he met the dean] ‘Thank you for nothing. By the bye, who was that spindle-legged, 

shoe-buckled parson feller we met by now? He seemed to think we should poison him’ (Hardy 60). 

 

The ostensible opposition between the mother as an archive or the mother as the “archontic 

specter” that protects her own legacy and the father as an archiviolithic figure who is a threat to the 

legacy protected by the mother is removed. That is, the position of the mother seems to conform to the 

idea of non-origin in Derridean terms. In Of Grammatology, Derrida questions the status of “origin” in 

logocentric tradition: “Where and how does it begin…? A question of origin. But a meditation upon the 

trace should undoubtedly teach us that there is no origin, that is to say simple origin: that the questions 

of origin carry with them a metaphysical presence” (Derrida 74). This binary opposition between the 

father and the mother is not kept as a stable, unchanging unit throughout the story. The father, after 

being drowned, becomes the archive; a living organism that is archived as settled, as opposed to his 

previous archiviolithic and mobile position. Two brothers, Cornelius and Joshua, let the father drown 

when he falls into the river. Joshua is the active party in the complicity. He keeps his brother, Cornelius, 

from helping the drowning father and they both fail to take action in the end. The scene is described 

thus: 

 

Joshua, awaking from the stupefied reverie into which he had sunk, rushed to the other’s side before 

he had taken ten steps. ‘Stop, stop what are you thinking of?’ he whispered hoarsely, grasping 

Cornelius’s arm. 

‘Yes, yes - so am I. But - wait a moment -’ 

‘But, Joshua!’ 

‘Her life and happiness, you know – Cornelius – and your reputation and mine – and our chance of 

rising together, all three – ‘He clutched his brother’s arm to the bone; and as they stood breathless 

the splashing and floundering continued (Hardy 69). 

 

The brothers let the thing they have repressed for a long time happen. They get rid of the father, 

whom they see as a figure that is against the past (the mother as the archive) and that threatens their 

future career (church). However, after the death of the father, his walking stick, which has turned into a 

poplar tree, becomes a living archive that inscribes their deviation from the Bible. It is the archive that 
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recalls the assignation of that rupture. The archive as the poplar tree in the story commemorates and 

unifies two elements: the tree commemorates the intended parricide of the brothers and it, at the same 

time, commemorates a deviation from religious principles, which is the mother’s command. That is, the 

father’s walking stick, which afterwards becomes the poplar tree, refers to two contradictory elements 

by commemorating both the father’s death (getting rid of the archiviolithic principle, which is against 

archive and the mother) and a deviation from religion, which is associated with the command of the 

mother. The poplar tree is an archive which conforms to the principle of consignation: a gathering 

together of signs, since it commemorates getting rid of both the archiviolithic and the archontic 

principle. Derrida describes it in the following way: 

 

This archontic function is not solely topo-nomological. It does not only require that the archive be 

deposited somewhere, on a stable substrate, and at the disposition of a legitimate hermeneutic 

authority. The archontic power, which also gathers the functions of unification, of identification, of 

classification, must be paired with what we will call consignation (Derrida 3). 

 

The father as the poplar tree rearchives, commemorates and initiates another ritual for the brothers. 

The poplar tree signifies the reading of the “Epistle to the Hebrews”, which, as the editor of the 

collection points out, is about Aaron, who proves that he is a true priest by making his rod turn into a 

snake [reference to Aaron’s rod is made by the editor of the collection in the end notes]. At the end of 

the story, Cornelius quotes from the “Epistle to the Hebrews”, suggesting that the father’s rod is a 

reminder of Aaron and suggesting also that they failed as clergymen. That is, the violence towards the 

father’s physical presence reaffirms the father’s existence in the shape of an archive, which is the 

reminder of the brothers’ heresy and the fact that the brothers are acting contrary to the archive, which 

is the biblical command: “You shall not kill”. The poplar tree, commemorating the death of the father, is 

the archive of the parricide, the sin intended. In other words, the oedipal violence inscribes the archive 

more fervently, since the story affirms the existence of the primary archive and transforms the father’s 

anti-archival function into the affirmation of the Bible. The poplar tree as the archive of deviation 

initiates a ritual of commemoration because the brothers wish to repeat the event, the trauma, by 

thinking of killing themselves in the future. The death of the father and the transformation of this event 

into an archive lead to the repetition of the traumatic event in the past and the projection of the future. 

This intention is clearly shown in the following conversation: 

 

‘I see him every night’, Cornelius murmured… ‘Ah, we read our Hebrews to little account, Jos! 

To have endured the cross, despising the shame - there lay greatness! But now I often feel that I 

should like to put an end to trouble here in this self-same spot’. 

‘I have thought of it myself’, said Joshua. 

‘Perhaps we shall, someday’, murmured his brother (Hardy 73). 

 

In this respect, the story is consistent with how Derrida deals with archontic institutions in Archive 

Fever. According to Derrida, an archive is instituted through the repetition of a trauma, which is also the 

repetition of something repressed. Violence and the trauma initiate the archive in the Derridean sense. 

Repetition, on the other hand, gives it an institutional quality; but the repetition of the archive does not 

have to imitate the event that is repressed. The institution of an archive might differ from the event that 

ostensibly initiates it. According to Derrida, the archive may not commemorate an event that took place 

in the past in any real sense. The archive might rely on an event that never happened. It might 

commemorate a repressed desire for parricide, rather than mourning for the dead father. Even though 

it institutes and commemorates the dead father, the tree betrays the memory of the father. It becomes 
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the archive not because it refers to the father, but because the wish to kill is a repressed memory. While 

the archive as a tree impresses the event of the father’s drowning, it also represses the idea that the 

brothers wished to kill the father, by turning the repressed wish into a symbol. In others words, in this 

case, the archive both inscribes and, while inscribing, it erases and represses. This is explained in Archive 

Fever as follows: 

 

Unlike repression (Verdrängung), which remains unconscious in its operation and in its result, 

suppression (Unterdrückung) effects what Freud calls a “second censorship” ˗ between the conscious 

and the preconscious ˗ or rather affects the affect, which is to say, that which can never be repressed 

in the unconscious but only suppressed and displaced in another affect (Derrida 28). 

 

The dead father is instituted as a poplar tree; a reminder of the biblical command connected to the 

Old Testament through Aaron’s rod. However, the poplar tree as an archive does not follow the pattern 

of the original myth. The father’s death is not identical to the biblical myth, since it deviates from the 

idea behind Aaron’s rod, which is transformed into a serpent, showing that Aaron is the true prophet. 

The poplar tree as an archive represents a deviation from its original purpose as well, since the father is 

first presented as a figure who is opposed to Religion. The poplar tree also deviates from the biblical 

myth, since it is not affirmative. In the original myth, the rod has the function of showing that Aaron is 

the true priest. It shows what he really is. The symbol is attributed the function of revealing the truth 

that is not seen by others. The goal of the rod as a serpent is to show the origin. However, in this story 

the father’s rod is not faithful to the origin. On the contrary, the rod is a sign that initiates a deviation 

from the physical being of the father. It initiates both the putrefaction of the father’s body and a 

symbolic ideality of the rod that enables further ritual. 

The story shows the discovery of the father’s unrecognizable body and its reappearance in the shape 

of a poplar tree as subsequent events, the latter taking the place of the former. The body is consumed 

by nature, but the symbol of the rod, which signifies the brothers’ repressed wish to commit crime, is 

produced by nature. In this respect, the symbol of the rod is much in tune with Forster’s image of the 

book which becomes a part of the nature. Emphasis is laid on the decay and the non-identification of 

the body: “A day or two after there was an inquest; but the body was unrecognizable. Fish and flood had 

been busy with the millwright; he had no watch or marked article which could be identified, and a 

verdict of the accidental drowning of a person unknown settled the matter” (Hardy 71). 

While the body is subject to decay, the rod symbolizing the idealized monument gains the status of 

archive. The poplar tree that grew out of the father’s rod represents the patriarchal authority and 

phallus and, in its new form as the symbol of power, it is replaced with the figure of the father, who is 

represented earlier in the story as an anti-archive figure. In its idealized form as an archive, the rod gains 

authority and power and renews the idea of the father. The father as a monument is associated with 

power, representing a figure with whom the brothers would like to identify. The detested father of the 

past becomes a figure they admire after his death. This is manifested in the conversation between the 

brothers, in which they reveal their remorse and wish to die at the place where the father is drowned. 

This is also the place of commemoration where the poplar tree grew. 

This brings this analysis back to an initial comment referring to Freud, in which it is argued that the 

father figure is the source of ambivalent feelings in neurotics and in communities of totemic religion. 

According to Freud, the feeling that transforms the father from a detested figure into a totemic figure to 

be admired stems from the feeling of remorse for having wished his death. Freud puts this guilty 

conscience and the idea of original sin at the root of all cultural institutions (182), and all the ensuing 

rituals in which the ambiguity of feeling towards the father are symbolically reenacted. 
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We see, then, that in the scene of sacrifice before the god of the clan the father is in fact 

represented twice over – as the god and as the totemic animal victim. […] The two-fold presence of 

the father corresponds to the two chronologically successive meanings of the scene. The ambivalent 

attitude towards the father has found a plastic expression in it […] (Freud 173-174). 

 

The story illustrates the body of the father consumed and builds a monument in its place. Such a 

representation displays the ambiguity of feelings towards the father figure in Totem and Taboo. For 

instance, on the one hand it is static and unchanging, and in this respect it is expected to be the 

idealized symbol of patriarchal authority. On the other hand, the symbol of the rod lacks the feature of 

universality that the ideal conforms to. The rod has a signifying and symbolic function only for the 

brothers. The rod signifies the intended and repressed parricide only for those who were present at the 

moment of the father’s death. The rod reminds the brothers of their own delusive act and repeats their 

repressed desire of killing the father. While the rod reveals a secret to the brothers, it, at the same time, 

hides their secret by becoming the kind of symbol which could only be understood by the witness. The 

meaning of the monument is not publicized. The symbolism associated with the rod keeps the wish to 

kill a secret. In this respect, the monument is like writing, since it is symbolic and not immediate. The rod 

is the kind of archive which commands the brothers that they should not forget. That is, the monument 

repeats and, in its repetition of the event, it introduces ideality by symbolizing the father. On the other 

hand, this ideality is not completely divorced from empirical reality, since through this ideality the 

commemorated event is differentiated. The rod does not commemorate the death of the father, but the 

brothers’ desire to kill the father. Therefore, the story reenacts Derrida’s description of archival 

techniques, by illustrating the corpse as the representative of a memory rupture, and builds a 

monument in its place. In this respect, the corpse, by being devastated and made unidentifiable by 

natural forces, erases the original intention, which is the intended parricide, but by erasing the original 

intention it recreates the archive (the rod) as the affirmation of patriarchal authority, and offers a way of 

redemption. 

 

Conclusions 

In her article “Written in Stone: Hardy’s Grotesque Sublime”, Marjorie Garson deals with Hardy’s 

treatment of stones and what meanings the stones carry in his novels and some of his short stories. 

When considered in terms of this analysis, Hardy’s treatment of stones includes some suggestions 

concerning his attitude towards archive and writing. Garson argues that Hardy’s treatment of stones has 

much in common with what Derrida calls a “logocentric desire” for presence and authenticity, and he is 

“supposedly inhering in the voice as opposed to the written word” (Garson 97). While Garson sees a 

direct contrast between Derrida and Hardy, this analysis claims that this supposed contrast between 

Hardy and Derrida’s notion of writing and archive may not be such a distinctive feature of his short 

stories, such as the story analyzed above. As opposed to a quest for origins and a condemnation of 

writing and archive as artificial to the natural, Hardy’s imagery negates the idea of such an origination. 

On the contrary, Hardy manifests a conviction that this supposed presence behind archives and 

textuality is the confirmation of a ritual of redemption that stems from the ambiguity of origins. For 

instance, the father in this story is representative of an archivioltihic desire to annihilate all the archive 

associated with the Bible and its institution, but on the other hand the father also represents an 

institutional quality, since he is transformed into a commemorative archive that is generated through 

the brothers’ deviation from the order of Christianity. In this respect, the father is both archival and 

archiviolithic. In other words, the strength of the father’s institutional quality does not stem from his 
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integrity as a paternal figure. Conversely, the father’s institutional quality and his archival strength 

derive from his ambiguity and unreliability as father. The mother figure seems to be omnipotent, but 

this point of origination is ambiguous where this story is concerned, since the mother does not exist and 

she comes to represent illegitimacy, the very opposite of what the brothers believe. Garson also argues 

that in The Well-Beloved, Hardy “focuses on three women, offers splitting, fragmentation, and 

replication, the physical setting, personified as male, speaks of bodily integrity, coming-together” (105). 

This judgment may not be generalized into all Hardy’s stories where father figures are also represented 

as unreliable, ambiguous and a split within the family, as this story and many other stories by Hardy, 

such as “The Fiddler of the Reels” and “For Conscience’ Sake”, manifest. 
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